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Introduction
In spite of the growth in the use and power of personal
computers,and the pro_
liferation of educationalsoftware,most courses
today are taught the sameway
they were before the invention of the personal
computer. Use of educational
software in coursesis still rare and, in the field
of languageinstruction, educa_
tional courseware has barely begun to offer
anythirig riore than traditional
coursematerials,suchas handoutsand cassette
tapes,do.
Educationar technology enthusiastswourd have
us believe that technology
has only recentlybeen able to addressrear
educationarneeds.we take a con_
trary view and believe that technology has
been sufficiently developed to be
used to createpracticar educational multimedia
for at reast i"r, y"ur, (Apple,s
introduction of Hypercard in 19g7,for example,
is an important m'estone).
we believe' however, that educationarcourseware
for languageinstruction has
failed to live up to the promise of more effective
learning through .,technology
in the classroom"because:1) coursewaredesigners
tend to put technologybe_
fore pedagogy,and 2) ranguageinstructors
do not arwaysunderstand how to
use the material to its best effect. Until this
state of affairs changes,the dispar_
ity between the promisesmade about educational
software and its peoagogical
value will remain.
Good educationalsoftware does not require
the fastestmicroprocessors,
the most capaciousstoragedevices,the World
Wide Web, or the latest software. Indeed, enth miasm for technological gritter
has led a greatdeal of
coursewareastray.Many projectswe have
testedare both unnecessarilycom_
plex, which makes them unusable by
computem only a few years ord, and redundant, in that they reformat mate;iarswhich
would be easierand lessexpen_
sive to present through traditionar media
such as paper and audiotape.
Moreover, educational multimedia cannot stand
on its own. To be used effec_
tively, coursewaremust be integrated as carefulry
into a course pran as tradi_
tional forms of instructional material are.
In this article we will outline general principles
of design and use of multi_
media material in languageinstruction tiat arc
consistentwith a communica_
o' Kagan& B. Rifkin,eds. rhe Learningand
Teachingof sravic Languages
andCurtures,327_40.
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can serve as
tive approachto languagepedagogy'We hope these principles
relevant
guidelines for courseware design, for the selection of pedagogically
instruction'
and for its effective usein Russian
"orrrr"*ur",

Design

1. Pedagogy Comes Before Technology
provide a frameMultimedia material, like any other classmaterials,should
Therefore, the
work to help the student gain command of the subject matter.
objectives'As
pedagogical
foremost,
material's designmust reflect, first and
materials
pedagogic
of
Jones (1991:4) has argued: "one of the basic tenets
languageand
designis ... that an activity's desiredoutcomein language-use
(see
also Nyns
means"
technical
of
choice
learning terms should determine the
quesbasic
some
ask
likely
1959: 44).A pedagogically oriented designer will
questions
tions before beginning the design process,and the answersto these
should be reflected in the material's design.Thesequestionsinclude:
At what level is the material aimed?
What skills will it be focusedon?
what should the student be able to do after working with the material?
what degreeof technical sophisticationis neededto use the courseware?
and best
A pedagogicallysound program can be developedwithout the latest
proMany
hours'
technology,great expense,or a high number of programming
bells
grams,utt"it o- a form of technologicaloverkill. Ijnnecessarytechnical
for
understood
be
should
and
learning
real
and whistles often get in the way of
to
supintended
tools
than
what they are-flashy marketing gimmicks rather
that we
port learning. Supporting this point, Underwood (1984:39) has claimed
.,mesmerizediy hardware" and "remain remarkably uncritical of the
tend to be
dazzle
software and its underlying principles." Examples of technological
include:1
(1,)"Talking heads" in small, grainy digitized video segmentsaimed at teaching
These
soundsor at representingnative speakersengagedin "real" dialogue'
little
contribute
and
efficiently
run
to
movies require large amountsof memory
to the learning Process.
(2)Text-basedprograms,suchasthoseofferedcommerciallybyTransparent
word
Language,that provide the student with English glossesfor nearly every
in the text at the mere click of the mouse. In addition, studentscan simultanegrammatical
ously open other windows to receive contextual translations and
r
o
o
o

1 Illustrations of actual coufsewareor features of coursewarewhich are included here
coursewarefor
are meant to be representativeonly. An exhaustivesurvey of available
contribution'
this
goal
of
the
is
not
minuses)
pluses
and
(and
its
Russianinstruction
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information. This is an example of the misuseof technology which may interfere with learning. Featureslike these do not challengestudentsto apply their
knowledge in comprehendinga new text, to rely on contextual clues to meaning, or to develop a practical (and hard-earned)feel for the functional value of
in communication. An overly accommodatingprogram design elimig*--u,
nates the need for the student to do necessarywork, and the student ends up
learning little more about the target languagethan he or she would have by
reading the text in English translation'
Foi many yearsit has been possibleto make pedagogicallyeffective multimedia course supplements at low cost and without extensive programming
knowledge or a great deal of time. one authoring application which makes this
possible is Apple's HyperCard.2 W" huue designednumerous strategically
focused programs to support various levels of Russian instruction using
HyperCard.' So-" of the latest include a seriesof vocabulary supplementsto
selectedlessonsin the textbo oksV puti andFoan.a A brief description of these
materials' designwill illustrate one way in which technology is subordinatedto
pedagogyand not the other way around'
The vocabulary programs were designedto support the functional goals of
the units on which they were basedby giving students an opportunity to hear
the pronunciation of new words and to challengetheir interpretive abilities by
seeing and hearing the word it in context. Each vocabulary program presents
new words in text and sound, and studentscan click on a word to hear its pronunciation. After hearing and pronouncing a new word, studentscan click on a
speakerbutton to seeand hear the word used in a sentence.The sentencesare
2 The first version of HyperCard came out in 1987,and the program makes it easyto
combine text, graphics,and sound in one package.Programsproduced with Hypercard
can be converted into stand-alone applications which will run on any Macintosh
possible for
computer with sufficient memory. Applications like HyperCard make it
practical,
produce
and
design
to
instructorswith little to no experiencein programming
for
features
HyperCard's
of
A
summary
effort.
of
user-friendlyprojectswith a minimum
of
this
authors
the
from
available
is
tools
programming
with
instructors unfamiliar
primitive
article. Multimedia enthusiaststoday often dismissHypercard as being too
or
Authorware
compared to newer authoring environments such as Macromedia
or
applications
these
with
created
Direitor. We do not mean to detract from courseware
professional-quality
project,
but
a
enhance
can
designs
to deny that attractive, colorful
points
designdoes not automatically translite into pedagogicaleffectiveness.The finer
usability
program's
the
of dJsignneed only be worried about when they directly bear on
and effectiveness.
3 All th" programs that we have developed or co-developed are freeware' For
information on them, contactDavid Danaher at <dsdanaher@facstaff'wisc'edu>'
a V puti. Olga Kagan and Frank Miller. Prentice Hall, 1996;Focus on Russian.Sandra
Roslngrant and Elena Lifschitz. 2nd Edition. Wiley & Sons,1996'
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written to exemplify the grammatical structures presented or reviewed in the
unit and to illustrate the unit's communicativetheme.
The pedagogicalstrength of this kind of program is that students are able
to challengethemselvesto understand the spoken contextualized sentencebefore requestingthe written text. They can listen to a sentenceas many times as
they like to try to grasp the meaning, and they can see the sentencein textual
o'give-away".
form rather than receive an English
These programs are simple in design but accomplishtheir strategic pedagogical goals. They require only 4-5 MB of memory, and the accompanying
sound clips are small enough to be handled on a computer with 8 MB of RAM.
Sincewe have developeda template for producing material of this type, it takes
fewer than four hours of programming time to complete a program for a unit.
Furthermore, the contexts used can be easily changed as necessary or
customizedfor new students.Most significantly, we have found that students
who conscientiouslyuse the programs once or twice per lesson (on their own
time, in the computer lab) show a noticeably increased comfort with the
vocabularyand the unit's grammaticaland thematic structures.
Treating multimedia material like other kinds of instructional material
(workbooks, handouts, classactivities, etc.) demystifies the notion of technology as a miraculous teaching aid and puts it in a more rational position in relation to pedagogy.Multimedia material does not have to be expensiveand
glamorousto be useful.In fact, it may generallybe true that the more expensive
and flashy instructional multimedia is, the less practical and pedagogically
oriented it is. As Jones (1-99L:4) suggests,computer materials for languageinstruction are often examples of reversed priorities "with the technical tail ...
waggingthe methodologicaldog." Similarly, Kaleugher (L990:78) has made the
casethat "simpler, yet more educationallysound programs may not receive all
the recognition they deserve." Assuming that more technical sophistication
makesfor better coursewareis unwarranted.

for Usingthe Computerinstead
2. ThereMustBeCompellingReasons
of TraditionalMedia
Coursewaremust make proper use of the computer, and must not be a mere
recapitulation of material that would be easierand cheaperto present on paper
or tape. It takes many times longer to make computer material than it does using traditional media. The extra effort is justified if it results in material that is
greater than the sum of its parts-for example, if it allows students to read a
text on screen,listen to it, and obtain target-languageglossesinstead of working separatelywith paper, cassettetapes, and dictionaries. In other words, the
material should lend itself to multimedia presentation.
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computerization should not be imposedon material merely for the sake
of
promoting the use of technologyin instruction.As Stephen
Manes (B11) re_
cently remarked about computer software: "productr oft"r,
[appear] to have
been designedsimply becausethey could be rather than to filiany real
need or
solve a pressingproblem." rn designingcoursewareto serve pedagogy,
we
should start with a definable need and then ask ourselvesif multimediu pi"."rrtation is the most effective way to fill that need. It is possible that
other ways
will be more effective.
Moreover, media used in coursewareshould be of the highest quarity,
or it
should be omitted. For example,it is appropriate to use digitized
sound record_
ings in languagecourseware,becauseit can equal o, ..rrpur. the quality
of voice
recordings on cD or tape. using new technology before it has
matured, however, raisescostsand, instead of adding value to the program, can distract
from
the learning process.Instructors planning to develop or use courseware
should
avoid technology that has not been widely used for at least two years,
because
technical sophisticationis not equivalent to pedagogicalsophistication.
As
Jones(1991:5) hassaid:"[A] rittle programmingpowei... can a
long
way.,'
!o
A program we have recently developedto teach Russianphonetics
and
graphics is an example of courseware that satisfies these requirements.
The
program presentsborrowings from English into Russianprimarily
in the fields
of business,technology, and popurar culture. Studentswork with the program
over the first few weeks of beginning Russianby using their knowledge
of the
cyrillic alphabet to guessthe cognates'meanings.They can check
their proficiency by clicking on a sound button to hear native pronunciation.
In addition,
words are contextualizedin a sentencewhich studerrt, ,"un to find
the cognate
word, thus preparing them to read for meaning and not word by
word. After
finding the cognatein the sentence,studentscan hear a Russianreading
of the
sentenceand brings up a translation on screen.words are also grouped
accord_
ing to grammatical criteria (-(ir)ovat' verbs, nouns in -(iz)atsiji.
etc.) to accus_
tom studentsto scanningRussian words for clues to grammaiical class.
This is
an example of multimedia presentation allowing a combination
of text and
sound that is technically simple and pedagogicallychallenging.
Multimedia can also make otherwisedifficult materiais accessible.
The program Lenin: <what Is soviet power?>>,whichwe developed
severaly"urc ugo i'
cooperation with SnejanaTempest,now of university of Michigan,
exemplifies
this (ott et aL.1995;Tempestet al. 1955).The original material was
a low-qual_
ity recording of Lenin reading a r9l7 speech.The speechitself was potentially
useful for an advancedRussian languagecourse or a content-based
course on
Soviet history, but only if it courd be presentedin short segments,
heavily
glossed,and contextualizedfor easeof comprehension.uultiniedia
computer_
ization made possiblethe rearizationof the speech'spedagogicar
value.
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3. Courseware
DesignShouldBeSimpleand,rstudent-Friendly,,
courseware must be as simple and as technically transparent as possible.our
experiencein using technology in instruction has led us to adopt as a general
rule the principle that what can go wrong will go wrong. while it may be true
that today's students are becoming more technologically sawy, there is a difference between having a general feel for how technology works and knowing
arcane and unintuitive procedures. Courseware should not require that students know how to do much more than turn the computer on and use a keyboard and a mouse. Last (1989:82) has succinctlyargued: ,,The software must
be capableof being productively used within moments of a complete computer
novice sitting down at the keyboard." Studentsshould not be required to install
fonts, navigate complicated file directories,plug in external microphones,configure files, use a command-line interface, or create web pages.Requirements
like thesecan frequently lead to frustrating mistakesand, even at best, they are
a diversion from productive, communicatively-orientedinstruction.
The importance of keeping coursewaresimple is demonstrated by examples from our own experience.Even coursewarewith a straightforward design
can be problematic for students.Some studentshave repeatedly shown themselvesunable to drag a copy of their work into an instructor's folder, to access
digitized sound despite instructions to click on a speaker button, and have
sometimesthrown away whole programs. Second- and third-year students of
Russian have misinterpreted quit buttons marked konec.If a significant number of students,including excellent ones,cannot handle these simple tasks,we
should not expectthem to do even more.
The common-senseprinciple of straightforward design is often violated.
one example was a Russian dictionary program presented at the 1,996
AATSEEL National Meeting in washington. The program was designedto allow studentsat intermediate and advancedlevels to create personalizeddictionaries in which words are encoded with (and potentially cross-referencedby)
features such as the word's root, etymology, its relation to a family of similar
words, and its grammatical class.The encoding was prompted by a series of
English abbreviations.while the resulting personalizeddictionary could be a
powerful learning tool, the considerableeffort required to create it, including
time spent learning and navigating the DoS environment, probably distracts
studentsfrom other more fundamental goals of languagelearning, especiallyat
the intermediate level of instruction. The time intermediate studentsspenddeveloping their dictionaries might be used more productively by working with
one of the excellent skill-oriented textbooks now available for Russianinstruction at the intermediate level.
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Such programs also raise an important question for Russian instructional
multimedia: to type or not to type? The typing issueis not limited to instruction
in languageswith non-Latin alphabets.For example,Kareugher (1990:7g) has
written the following about requiring studentsstudying any languageto type on
screen:"rt can be frustrating and pointlessfor a student to 'hunt and peck' one
letter at a time, and this may distract from the learning process." our experience has amply confirmed this.' Even talented languagestudentsoften experience difficulty when asked to type in any language on a computer screen.
Russianinstruction at every level, and especiallyat the beginning and intermediate levels, should be focused on skill development in the language,not on
technical training, whether that training is in DOS, applications for designing
web pages,or merely learning how to type (in cyrillic!). Someprogramstry to
get around the typing issueby having studentsuse a mouse to click on individual letters in an alphabetbox to spell out words, but it is unlikely that the pedagogicalresults of this tedious work justify it.

4. coursewareshouldHaveAimsconsistentwith the Development
of
Communicative
Skills
Multimedia materials should be treated like any other material or activity that
supports instruction. They should be pedagogicallyeffective, learner-centered
(Nunan 1988),and focusedon functional skill developmentfor communication.
While we recognizethe need for every student of Russianto know declensional
and conjugational endings (which are the building blocks of communicative
expression),we believe that using a computer merely for drilling inflectional
forms is a limited use of the potential of multimedia. The easewith which text,
graphics,and sound can be made simultaneouslyaccessibleon a computer
screenarguesfor multimedia material that focuseson contextualizedlearning.
Discrete structural elements(grammar and vocabulary) should be presentedin
larger functional settings.
The need for more communicative-orientedcoursewareis a theme running
throughout recent literature on instructional multimedia in language courseware. For example,chun and Brandl (1992)have arguedfor "meaning-enhancing" over ooform-restricted"design which would grammatically, semantically,
5 We ourselves
experimented several years ago with a HyperCard Russian dictionary
program. Although there was a small degree of pedagogicalbenefit, on the whole the
program's drawbacks (the students' frustration with typing and the time devoted to
creating the dictionaries) far outweighed what little benefit there was. Moreover, the
instructor was also required to spend an enormous amount of time reviewing each
student's dictionary for mistakes (especially in spelling, but also in encoding
grammaticalinformation and lexical contextualization)which could have resulted in the
students'studyingglaringly incorrect information.
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and pragmatically contextualize the material being presented.Patrikis (1995:
37) has written: "We see a lot of boring drills, creating merely a high-tech version of 'drill-and-kil' ... [I]f an activity is boring in class,why would it be any
more enthralling or effective on a cathode-raytube?" Jamiesonand Chapelle
(1988) have noted that such drill-and-practice programs seemto satisfy learners' expectationsof what it meansto learn another language,and suggestthat
multimedia material should be designedto challenge that fundamentally passive understandingof learning.
In the caseof many programs designedto drill vocabulary, the student is
led to believe that learning vocabulary is the same as learning a set of one-toone translation correspondencesbetween English and the target language(see
Fox 1989).Simple design changes,such as challenging the students to understand a sentencein which the word is functionally contextualized,panphrasing
meaning whenever possible in the target language, or-for vocabulary programs designed to accompany textbooks-requiring students to refer to the
textbook rather than receiving a translated gloss,can help students to look at
languageacquisitiondifferently. Many grammar drill programsconvey the idea
that inflectional endingsare the starting and stopping points of languageacquisition. Inflectional endings are often fetishized by program designersand, ultimately, by learners and are not understood for what they are: necessarycomponents of functional communicativecompetence.As we attempt to integrate
technology into instruction, we often forget that not all computerizedmaterial
servespedagogical ends, especiallymaterial designed according to the grammar-translationmethodologicalframework.
The principle that coursewareshould servethe purposesof communicative
instruction arguesfor the development of strategically focused programs with
clearly defined goalsand formats designedto assistin meeting those goals.The
more focused a program is, the more assumptionscan be made about what the
students using it will know. The program can then be designedto maximum
pedagogicaleffect: for example, instructions or buttons can be labeled in
Russianunderstandableto the users,or contextualizedsentencescan be written
to challengethe students'abilities.
courseware that makes ambitious claims to maneuver around the difficulties inherent in learning Russianshould also be avoided. Someprogramsmake
promises to improve learning efficiency by ten, twenty or thirty percent
(whatever that means). These programs are not designedto help develop
communicativeskills, but to sell a product by promoting the myth that language
acquisition is easily quantifiable, similar to the dubious claims made in advertisements for self-instructional coursesin airline magazinesthat you will be
speakingRussianfluently in thirty days"without tedious memorization.',
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lmplementation
5. Multimedia Material Should Be Well Integrated into a Program of
Study
Computer material, like other instructional aids,can enhancelanguageinstruction in the overall context of a lessonor course,but multimedia material cannot
be used effectively without being integrated into a broader communicativelyoriented curriculum. Student'interaction'with a computer program cannot be
the beginning and end of languageinstruction for the simple reason that computers do not communicate.oAttempting to reduce all instruction to courseware goesdirectly againstthe principle that languageinstruction is intended to
promote communication.
Coursewaretherefore needsto be designedand used to supplementclassroom instruction rather than substitutefor it. As Jones(1991:5) has said, computer programsshould be used as "lessonaids rather than the lessonitself."
Well over a decadeago, Last (1984:88) reachedthe same conclusion:"The
computer should be integrated into the teaching process,not become a separate and unrelated activity." Many designers,users,and enthusiastsof technology in instruction do not seemto understandthis principle.
Before selectingand using courseware,instructors should ask themselves:
.
o
.
'

.

Does the material directly support the skill-based goals you want to
achieve?
Does it fit sensiblyinto a unit or course?
Does it lend itself to follow-up activities that involve writing, oral review of the material, or application of the material to other contexts?
Does it come with helpful suggestionsfor integration into a course?

In our experience, many if not most programs, especially commercially produced ones,fail all of thesetests.
Human history teachesus that the computer is not necessaryfor successful
languagelearning.' Multimedia can facilitate teaching, but it does not replace
6 In our opinion it is difficult to conceive of a computer program which could
communicatein any human senseof the word, despite decadesof hype about artificial
intelligence. Recent approachesto cognitive linguistics and the semiotics of language
strongly suggest that interpretation is indispensable to meaning and that how we
meaningfully interpret is ultimately grounded in our common human experience of
reality (see Danaher 1998 for a comparative summary of a cognitive and semiotic
approach to linguistics from this viewpoint). Unless a computer-or, perhaps more
plausibly, a robot-could be designedthat experiencesreality in the much the sameway
that human beingsdo, communication(via interpretation) will not be possible.
7 This simple fact seriouslydeflates,or at least puts into a more reasonableperspective,
the current mania for "technology in the classroom" which seemsto be going on at
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teaching.An overwhelmingfocus on teachingwith technologycan distract from
more fundamental concernsin languageinstruction such as student motivation
and self-initiative in learning, the orientation of pedagogytoward communicative and learner-basedinstruction, and the need for systematicassessmentof
skill-outcomes in addition to student satisfaction with language courses.At
worst, computer programs that are designedand implemented independently
of a communicative program of language study reinforce a passivemodel of
learning. This model is captured in the metaphor that teaching is a transfer of
knowledge (a set of facts,sometimespictured as a collection of brightly-colored
marbles) from an instructor's full head to the students' empty heads.The students in this paradigm are empty vesselswaiting passivelyto be filled by
knowledgeflowing from the instructor.
Multimedia material that is produced to stand apart from a rigorous course
focusedon the developmentof languageskills is produced with the assumption
that learning is merely a transfer and that the computer can replacethe instructor as the source of the brightly colored marbles. It further assumesthat students will work through computer programs with far more self-initiative, selfdiscipline, and a greater awarenessof how to learn than they generally have in
working with textbooks, handouts, and other traditional media. In its worst
form, this thinking leads to the absurd belief that real teaching and learning
cannottake placewithout technology.s
Our thesisis that computer programscan make a significantcontribution to
skill-oriented instruction only if they are designedto do so and if the instructor
carefully integrates them into a course. As part of a humanities curriculum,
languageeducationis focusedon the cultivation of critical thinking skills, which
can only take place in a setting where the goal is creative and interactive communication among all participants.Multimedia's role in such an environment is
secondaryand subordinate.
How can programs be effectively integrated into a course of study? Some
programs, such as the contextualizedvocabulary programs we mentioned earuniversities throughout the country, especially in regard to humanities education. It
could be well argued that technology as a cultural phenomenon does less to facilitate
genuine humanities learning than it does to subvert it. Has the computer age yet
produced any philosophers as important as Aristotle or writers with more creative
ability than Tolstoy or Gogol?
8 This kind of thinking is implicitly reflected in the fact that, at more than a few
universities and colleges, newly created centers for the promotion of technology in
instruction are called Centers for Teaching and Learning or something similar. The
unstated (and perhaps even unintended, although no less real) implication is that
teaching and learning cannot occur without technology. This is an idea which is as
destructive to education as it is blatantlv untrue.
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lier, are obviously designedto be usedin direct conjunction with a unit. Others
may not be gearedtoward a specifictextbook lesson,but could be used flexibly
and creatively by instructors in different lessonsor coursesdepending on the
topics and structures they present. Two examples of the latter variety in
Is SovietPower?r>and Limpopo (Ott et
Russianmultimedia are Lenin: <<What
al. 1995;Tempestet al. 1,995).Lenin has been used in a content-basedcourse
on Russianhistory and in advancedRussianlanguagecoursesas a centerpiece
of a unit on Russianculture. The program is used in conjunction with noncomputerizedmaterial (Mayakovsky'spoems,historical texts relating to the
Soviet period, humorous anecdotesabout communism and Soviet leaders,
contemporary newspaperarticles on communism'slegacy or reactions of postSoviet Russiansto Lenin as a historical figure) to explore the different associations Russiansand Americans have with such loaded terms as 'communism',
'capitalism', 'bourgeoisie','democracy',etc.Limpopo, basedon one of Chukovsky's stories in which Dr. Aibolit heals sick animalsin Africa, has been used in
late first-year, second-year,and third-year Russian coursesfor very different
purposes:to review verbs of motion in an entertaining and culturally significant
context, to practice oral and written narrative skills, and in conjunction with a
unit on health. It has also been used in a fourth-year Structure of Russian
courseas raw material for phonetic/phonologicaland morphological analysis.
Integrating multimedia material into a unit or course requires identifying
what pedagogicalfeatures (lexical, structural, or discourse-based)the material
has to offer and then deciding if it is worthwhile in terms of time and student
level to use the program. Deciding to use a program often requires spending
time devising handouts to make the program useful as a pedagogicalaid. And
this is precisely our point: multimedia material does not need to be used 'as is'
or independent of a classor course.In fact, multimedia material, like all other
teachingaids,is best used in closeconjunction with other instructional material
or activitiesin the wider context of developingstudents'communicativeskills.
6. Multimedia Material is Best Used Outside of the Classroom
In many Russian programs, the number of contact hours between instructor
and studentsis being reduced.Whatever the reasonsfor this reduction, and regardless of whether it is a healthy trend, the weekly hours of class time are
precious to an instructor who focuseson the development of communicative
skills. Instructors will want to devote as much time as possibleto activities that
promote communicativeexchange.In other words, classroomtime is probably
best usedin developingskills that studentscannot develop on their own outside
a communicative environment: speaking,reacting, interacting with fellow students and the instructor, functionally synthesizingthe lexical and grammatical
topics introduced in a given lesson.
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It is our belief that most multimedia material can best contribute to skill
development if it is assignedas homework, to be completed by the student
(with the instructor's direction in the form of supporting handouts) in the languageor computer laboratory. This use of multimedia has several clear pedagogical advantages:it encouragesstudentsto take responsibility for their own
learning (especiallywhen the program incorporates learning-how-to-learn
goals), and it allows weaker studentsto spend more time on the activity than
stronger students so that everyone theoretically returns to classthe next day
with a similar command of the material. Classtime after the completion of the
assignedprogram can be devoted to contextualizingand synthesizingthe material in a communicativefashion.
This principle calls into questionthe utility of multimedia labs that at some
schoolshave been built into classrooms,which are only accessibleto students
during class.A more flexible solution would be to designa computer classroom
in a separatelanguagelaboratory which is generally accessibleto all studentsor
can be reserved for classes.Given the amount of funding necessaryto build a
multimedia space,it is essentialthat schoolscarefully plan the spacefor pedagogicaluse.
In this regard, we would argue that the expression"Technology in the
classroom" is a misleading slogan.From a pedagogicalperspectiveit would be
more correct to say "Technology in support of instruction", which does not
imply that the technologyis best usedduring classtime.
7. EducationalMultimedia Should Not be Used "fust for Fun"
A serious approach to incorporating multimedia material in languageinstruction does not relegate the material to what one commentator has aptly called
"Friday-afternoon fun status" (Jones1991:5). In our experience,however, this
is precisely how many instructors view and use multimedia. Like any material
aimed at supporting instruction, multimedia should be designed,selected,and
used for the concrete and measurable pedagogical benefits it brings to the
learning process.Its use in a courseor lessondoes not relieve instructors from
the demandsof curricular preparation or studentsfrom the rigorous demands
of skill development. In fact, instructors usually need to spend as much time
integrating multimedia into a unit asthey do in using traditional supplementsto
learning. Likewise, studentsshould also be taught to treat multimedia material
as seriously as they do any other assignmentor activity. IJsed successfullyto
full pedagogicalbenefit, multimedia should be seamlesslyintegrated into a program of instruction. Of course, none of this prevents multimedia from being
fun. After all, one of the signsof any good instructional activity is that students
and instructors alike become engrossedin the piocessof learning and lose sight
of the instructional framework (the assignment,the lessonplan, the pedagogi-
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cal objectives) of which the activity is a hopefully well-designed component.
Multimedia that is an integral part of a well-developedcoursecan play a powerful role in learning.
Conclusion
The exciting potential for multimedia technology to support the teaching and
learning of languagesis indisputable. Ironically, however, the way in which
much language coursewarehas been designed and used actually undermines
languagelearning geared toward functional ends and does little to justify the
claimsmade about the benefits of technologyin instruction.
Multimedia is a learning tool which may prove effective to support the
achievementof certain goals, but it is neither indispensablenor necessarilyof
central importance in languageinstruction. Multimedia coursewareshould be
designedand used basedon the sameprinciples that have motivated language
instructors sincelong before the invention of computers.Like a handout, a cassette tape, or a textbook, educational technology is first and foremost a teaching aid and should be understoodin this light.
Last (1984:5) has rightly stated that the computer is not a o'panaceaforthe
problems of languageteaching," and Underwood (1984:33ff) has aptly pointed
out that the vaunted claims being made about multimedia sound eerily similar
to what was being said about audio languagelabs decadesago. Both of these
observationsare already more than ten years old today, and yet their cautionary words have often not been heeded.on the whole, we still have an unexamined enthusiasmfor the integration of technology in instruction, and we seem
disturbingly willing to relegate pedagogyto secondarystatus in exchangefor
trendy gadgetsand gimmicks.
In this article, we have argued for a realistic approach to the use of educational technology.In spite of the remarkable power of personal computersand
the potential of multimedia courseware,the essenceof languagelearning remains the same.Studentsmust still work, under the guidance of a teacher, to
learn the material at hand for functional and communicativeends.Multimedia
material can help us to do this, but only if it is designedfor that purpose and
usedjudiciously with pedagogicalendsforemost in mind.
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